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GELITE Hard Shell Comfort Knee Pads
 Model  868-00

› Padding offers superior comfort and 
support

› Smooth, rounded surface is ideal for 
applications that require easy sliding

›  Sewn cover keeps debris out

› 

marking delicate surfaces

›  Provides long term protection from 
cumulative trauma injuries

› Made with 100% PVC-Free materials

› Other Styles:

  865-00 - GEL Kneepad 

  864-00 - Short style GEL Kneepad

  876-00 - GEL pad, rounded cap

Plastic hard shell Co-
polymer cover is non-

marring, Sewn cap helps 
keep debris out

Enlarged hard outer shell 
offers extra protection 
with anti-slip textured 

rounded cap

Plastic button 
and loop closure 

on top and 
bottom strap for 

easy on and off

Heavy duty 
binding assures 
long lasting 
wear

Solid injected GEL insert molded 
directly into an ergonomically 

shaped pad to provide comfortable 
knee cushioning

Elastic double 
straps top 
and bottom 
to prevent 
bunching (1.5” 
wide x 14” long 
without stretch)

Soft fabric inner 
lining wicks away 

moisture and provides 
comfortable wear

ABOUT KNEE PROTECTION Continuous  pressure on the knee  due 
to working  in a kneeling  position  may  lead  to chronic conditions, 
such  as bursitis  over the knee  cap or injury  to the cartilage. 
Excessive pressure can cause  problems  such  as knee  burn  pain, 

conditions.  Major knee  damage  will occur when  combining 
existing trauma  with prolonged  pressure and irritation  along with 
turning  and twisting motions.  The use  of knee  pads  is an effective 
way  to redu ce the occurrence of knee  injuries.  Knee  pads  protect 

of gravel and similar objects on ground.

100% PVC-FREE One Size
Sold per pair
or Case of 24

EN 14404+A1:2010

For more information
about Impacto products,

contact Chanda at Concorde Sales & Marketing - 
chanda@concordesales.ca or 403.669.9363


